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Bookstore owner Willa Chance had no idea that a magical key was hidden in the old recipe book
that she sold to food blogger Mary Ashford. Luckily the key is now safely tucked away in a box
high on a shelf in the bookstore.... or is it?Feline sleuth Pandora needs Willa's help to make sure
that key doesn’t fall into the wrong hands. This time she’ll have to take drastic measures to break
through the barrier that has stopped her from communicating with her human... even if she has
to take a chance on one of Pepper St. Onge’s enchanted teas. The teas are known to have
unpredictable results, but Pandora is desperate and what could be worse than the threat to
Mystic Notch?The results of drinking the tea are worse than Pandora could have ever imagined.
But not worse than murder. Which is exactly what happens to Mary Ashford. And if Pandora and
Willa don’t figure out who is behind this, Mary won’t be the only one who ends up dead.
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mara, “Pandora and Willa for the win. How can and old cookbook, a magical key, and a charmed
tea help Willa and Pandora save Mystic Notch from evil forces? You'll find out in the latest
addition to this cozy series.Willa comes to own an old cookbook but she doesn't know a magical
key is hidden inside. Pandora knows about the key, but she's still trying to connect psychically
with Willa, so Pandora can't tell her how important that key is. Desperate to be able to talk with
Willa, Pandora drinks a charmed tea made by Willa's friend Pepper, and amazingly it works! But
as usually happens with Pepper's teas there's an unforeseen side effect--Pandora can no longer
communicate with the Mystic Notch cats in Elspeth's barn. Looks like Willa and Pandora are on
their own.Willa sold the cookbook (minus the key) to Mary Ashford who turns up dead shortly
thereafter! Who would kill for an old cookbook? Did the killer know about the key? Of course
Willa's top suspect is Felicity Bates and her cat Fluff. But something's happened to Felicity. Is
something really wrong with her or is it one of tricks? Should Willa trust her?This is a fun read
and poor Willa gets a lot thrown at her at once as far as learning that magic does exist in Mystic
Notch. We see the usual characters that join Willa at the bookstore along with the store's
resident ghosts--one of which plays an important part in the story. I was surprised by the reveal
of the guilty party, it was someone I didn't suspect at all.I thought once Willa could talk with
Pandora she might've gone to Elspeth's to see if she knew how to help Pandora, or at least Willa
would let Elspeth know she now knows magic is real. Elspeth was friends with Willa's
grandmother and they shared secrets of the magic in Mystic Notch and Willa goes over there
often. I was a little surprised that Willa is unsure of her relationship with Sheriff Eddie Striker, I
thought their relationship was moving right along in the last book.I'm happy it all worked out in
the end and Pandora and Willa saved Mystic Notch. The mystery isn't over yet as there are still
items in the Notch that need to be collected. Until then...”

Pam, “The key to it all. Pandora does the ultimate deeds in this book. So many things come from
it. Understanding, magic, loyalty, looking beyond one's preconceived notions about people.
Enemies and friendships are a mix. I really enjoyed the role that especially one of the bookstore
ghosts plays, I call him an unlikely hero. You will enjoy that. New witches and old witches along
with their familiars, (especially Fluff) will surprise you. The whole gang of cats of Mystic Notch
will go on forever and you can make up your own mind about any romance. I enjoyed Leighann
Dobbs' series. Who doesn't like magic, adventure, animals who know better than we do and
quick reads?”

Bootigs, “mystic Notch. I like this series but it’s taken Ms Dobbs a very long time to move the
underlying story forward. Finally in this book Willa recognizes the magic around her and she’s a
able to communicate with Pandora, her cat. If she ends the series here, it would be a satisfying
conclusion. Mystic Notch is a special place with special people. It was rewarding to see them



come together for the good of the town and to catch a murderer.”

A. Fattah, “Absolutely wonderful. I was so happy to see another book in this series. I really
enjoyed each and every book and this one did not disappoint. I do not want to give anything
away, but it was just terrific. The mystery was something to detangle, but I never guessed and
that is the sign of a great story.  Hope there are more in this series in the future.”

Shelley H., “Great series. I love this series. Characters are great and well developed. Stories are
interesting and I like the fast pace of the books. My only problem is that I've read them all. I'm not
fond of recaps in books, so I'm happy there isn't too much in her books. I highly recommend this
author and series.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Another enjoyable Mystic Notch Cozy Mystery. I'm a fan of the Mystic
Notch magical cats. Mystical Notch is a magical place. Leighann Dobbs continues to create
stories that hold my interest. Her characters are well developed and her plots have twists in them
that keep you guessing throughout the book.”

JKD, “Another great read by Leighann Dobbs!. Willa can’t communicate with her cat, Pandora,
because she doesn’t know it is possible to do so. Other animals can communicate with their
owners, and Pandora is trying hard to figure out why she and Willa can’t do the same. Add to
this a murder mystery which Pandora can help solve, so she just has to find a way for this back-
and-forth communication to get started.  A good read!  Enjoy this series!”

AliR, “Totally brilliant. This is really entertaining as Willa and Pandora work together to solve the
latest mystery in Mystic Notch, and try to work out who is friend or foe.”

Zoe, “Cosy. And with that the book was finished. Good book I love reading these. Perfect to
cuddle up and read. What more could you want.”

janet, “…. So enjoyed these books, couldn’t put them down”

Lynne Norman, “A good cozy read. A nice read for a wet winters day. I Would recommend it.
Interesting plot twist where do we go from here?”

The book by Leighann Dobbs has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,104 people have provided feedback.
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